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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We shall give a simple proof for a Galois type theorem: Let a be

a dual free action of a discrete group G on a factor M . If an automorphism 9

of M leaves the fixed point algebra Ma pointwise invariant then there exists

a go € G with 0 = ag0 .

Since the Galois theory for von Neumann algebras was initiated by M. Naka-

mura and Z. Takeda in [8], the theory has been developed by several authors

([1,4] and see [9] for other references ). Recently, Y. Katayama and M. Take-

saki [6] establish the asymptotic Galois correspondence for discrete amenable

group action on AFD factors. They prove their main theorm by reducing it to

the following:

Theorem A [6, Theorem 3.1]. Let a be a dominant free action of a discrete

group G on a properly infinite factor M and Ma the fixed point algebra of M

under a. If an automorphism 8 of M leaves Ma pointwise invariant, then

there exists go € G with 6 = ag0.

Ikeshoji [5] shows a theorem of the above type for locally compact group

actions on von Neumann algebras. Also, as a theory of this type for discrete

groups, in [2], we decided an automorphism fixing the fixed point algebra of a

discrete automorphism group.

Let M be a von Neumann algebra, G a countable discrete group, a an action

of G on M, and Ma the fixed point algebra of M under the action a. We

consider a Galois type theorem under the following conditions:

( * ) There exists a faithful normal expectation s of (Ma)' onto M', where

C is the commutant of an algebra C.
( ** ) There exists a group H of automorphisms of M with the following

properties (1) and (2):
( 1 ) H is ergodic on the center of M.

(2)   ctgh = hag for all geG, heH.

We have proved a Galois type theorem:

Theorem B [2, Corollary 3]. Let M, G, a be as above. Suppose that the

conditions (*) and (**) hold and that the action a is free. If an automorphism
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6 of M satisfies the following conditions (1) and (2):

(1) 6h = h6 for all heH,
(2) 6{x) = x for all x G Ma,

then there exists a go G G with e = ag0.

In this paper, we shall show that Theorem A is obtained as an application of

Theorem B.
At first, we shall show a lemma:

Lemma. If a is a dual action of a discrete group G on M then there exists a

faithful normal expectation e of (Ma)' onto M'.

Proof. Since the action a is dual, by [9, Theorem II.2.4, p. 28], there exists a

strictly wandering projection p e M for a, i.e., {at(p) ; t G G} is a partition

of the identity such that at(p)as(p) — 0 for t jt s. We can complete the proof

of the lemma in the same method as [3, Proof of Corollary 3] or [7, Example]

(also cf. [4]). But we give a proof of the rest for the completeness. Put

e(x)  =  5>,CpW/>)        (xG(Ma)').
teG

Then e is a faithful normal positive linear mapping. We may assume that M

acts on a Hubert space H and that there exists a unitary representation u(-) of

G into H with at = Adu(t) for all teG, where, for unitary u preserving M

invariant, Adu is an automorphism of M induced by u . In this situation, the

von Neumann algebra (Ma)' is generated by {u(t) ; t G G} U M'.

For any m e M' and s e G ,v/e have

e(mu(s)) = y^jat(p)mu(s)at(p)

teG

= mYat(P)u(s)at(p) = mYat(P)ast(P)u(s)

t€G teG

(m, ($ = e),

10, (sie),

where e is the unit of G.

Therefore, the map e is a faithful normal expectation of (Ma)' onto M'.

Theorem. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, G a discrete group and a a dual

free action of G on M.
Suppose the condition (**) holds.

If an automorphism e of M satisfies the following conditions (1) and (2):

(1) eh = he for all h eH,
(2) e(x) = x for all x G Ma,

then there exists a go G G with 6 = ag0.

Proof. By the lemma, the condition (*) for this situation holds, i.e., there exists

a faithful normal expectation of ( Ma)' onto M'. Then, by Theorem B, there

exists a go e G such that 6 = ag0.

As a corollary, we have the factor case, which shows Theorem A .
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Corollary. Let a be a dual free action of a discrete group G on a factor M.

If an automorphism e of M leaves Ma pointwise invariant then there exists

a g0eG with ê = agQ.

Proof. Put H = { id } , where id is the identity automorphism of M. Then

H has properties in the condition (**). Hence, the corollary follows from the

theorem.
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